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ywt arisen between a member of the New York stock

retaries' pf. the various societies. ';
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Senator Quay is looking for absolute quiet, but

exchange and the trustee in bankruptcy of the failed is no doubt wedded to the theory that absolute quiet

firm of which he wis a member-t- he question whether only attainable under circumstances where a man
as asoute'y his own way. .

or not a member can be forced to sell his seat in the
. x i ii. . xt-.- t i.;i.-- :iexenange ep. vy tue w uia.. A cable from St. Petersburg saysi "Russia did

Judge Holt of the United States district court has not pian to 300o men in the Yalu fight." It
ruled in favor of the trustee by issuing an order di- - would be interesting to know how many men she had

recting Edward Sanford Hatch "to execute a re- - planned to lose.
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latest pattern I am prepared to do all kinds of work
in that line at reasonable prices. Telephone 21)1.
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quest" to the New York stock exchange to sell his
J. Pierpont Morgan is one of the few men of the

country who can handle $40,000,000 in a lump with-

out worrying about the magnitude of the

The war department has decided that the Spanish-Am-

erican war ended several years ago. If this
is true, notice should be sent to General Wood.
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This talk about Missouri going republican is prob-

ably based on the fact that everything in the state
is on a high tariff basis during the exposition.

seat and turn the proceeds over to the trustee in

bankruptcy for the benefit of the failed firm's credit-

ors.

It is clear, of course, that under the statute the

personal or other property of a partner can be held,
within certain limitations, for the benefit of a failed
firm's creditors. But a stock exchange seat is a

peculiar sort of property. The exchange itself is
not an incorporated body can not sue or be sued.

And", if Mr. Match were to obey this court order and
ask the exchange officers to sell his seat,it is extremely
doubtful if, under the circumstances, anybody could
be found who would buy it, for the simple reason that
the exchange might refuse flatly to grant the pur-
chase membership in its organization; and no court
could compel it to do so. In fact, the governors of
the stock exchange have always maintained that
gaats or membership in the board are not property
ija. the commonly accepted version of the term. The

only money received by the exchange upon the trans-

fer of a seat is the$1000 initiation fee required of
each new member who passes the examination and is

declared acceptable by the governors, who exercise
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It seems all elear enough now. Elliot Danforth
is said to have said that Judge Parker has said what
he is said to have said.
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Senator Hale says battleships are not worth the
money invested in them, and Russia will undoubtedly
agree with him. '
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of our product
Port Arthur, the only war town whose name the

average person can pronounce, threatens to go out of
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